Council Meeting 2020-03-10
Adrian Jadic, 48 Cardinal Road
1. Objection per Sunshine Act: Meeting Agendas do not include executive sessions. Furthermore,
such sessions are declared mid meeting causing attendants to wait sometimes more than an hour
in the hallway.
2. Objection per Sunshine Act: No centralized list or calendar of public meetings exists. Online
calendar is incomplete. Not even the Reading Eagle correspondent knew about the 2
unscheduled meetings held on December 30th and January 6th. Calling the Borough main line
often produces false or no information.
3. At the F&P committee I reported about our neighbors at 47 Cardinal Rd using trash cans to
harass and cause property damage. Furthermore, they place notes asking the trash removal
personnel to hit our vehicles. Despite having 100 feet of available curbside and a personal noparking zone they continuously place their refuse containers in front of our vehicles AND
neighboring properties such that wind blows the containers and the contents onto our cars and
other properties. See pictures with comments below:

Above: Trash placed on the road between our vehicles blocking our access and exit while his car
(white Porsche) is free to move.
Below: Trash cans placed in front of 41 Cardinal Rd property just to block our vehicles. Driveway in
picture belongs to Dr. Tilich and their property extends ~13 feet to the right of the driveway.

Above: Note placed on trash can asking the trash removal crew to hit our vehicles. Security video
shows the Cullens placing the can with the sign. Police was notified about the written intent to harass
and potentially cause property damage but, just as always, did nothing about it.
Below: Cans were left for hours after being emptied and the wind blew one of them onto the vehicle .
The can kept moving up and down hitting the bumper where it left several scuffs. The picture shows
that there is plenty of space to place cans downhill or between the “no parking” signs.
Many more pictures are available. They show that no matter where we park, the trash/recycling goes
right in front of our cars.

4. During several past meetings we have complained about our neighbors from 47 Cardinal
including their visitors blocking the road access AND the line of sight when there is plenty
parking space on the outside of the turn. Here are some pictures depicting how a fire truck or an
ambulance cannot pass.

Above: When they have guests (which happens several times a week) our neighbors purposely
leave/bring their vehicles on the street (white and blue cars), despite having a large driveway and a 2car garage sitting empty, such that the visitors have no place to park in front of their access walkway.
Below: While there was plenty of space behind the blue car the driver chose to create a bottleneck in
the road with his vehicle. Passing motorists are often forced to turn around which is what I did in this
instance. Visibly, a passenger car cannot fit without taking serious risks. Evidently, emergency vehicles
cannot pass.
The red Jeep also blocks the line-of-sight for vehicles making the turn on Cardinal. This is less visible
in these pictures but evident once you drive southbound.

Below: On a different occasion, the same driver parks in the same spot less than 10 feet from Hydrant
while there is ample available space where he does not block or hinder. It turns out the driver is none
other than Benjamin Watts the Borough Council’s President stepson. No wonder that calling the police
produces no result. Ben is a frequent visitor coming AT LEAST once every week and leaving his
vehicle illegally parked or where it hinders access for neighboring residents for hours.

5. During the January Council meeting we complained about the “wall of lights” which is
makeshift reed fence built by the same residents at 47 Cardinal Road. Apparently, this
contraption is just fine with our zoning officer AND the building inspection contractor.
Therefore, I am placing a request for a building permit in order to build an identical fence on
our property. Remains to be seen if our Borough indeed treats all its residents equally.

Above: Said reed fence, visibly in disrepair, blows with the wind and is about to fall down. Lights have
been hanging since mid-November and are turned on every evening blinding motorists who take the
turn on Cardinal. Notifying the Borough or the Police produces no result.

